At Home on the Coomera (Haibun)
At home on the Coomera cattle let loose the secrets to their whereabouts. Warmed by sun, morning
hours change mood to move for greener pasture. Moisture-laden air becomes dew to nourish red
soil surrounding river trees. Calmly fording the river, their stone pavements are rolling beneath
hock-deep water. Cattle transit shallows from their secure bedroom. They traverse steep hoof-holed
banks, to lunch-time. Moving, always hoarding their rotational, territorial, food-cropping tracks,
they choose by evening to be on high ground, quietly herding together outside our bedroom window
where they feel safe.
moon-spooked shadows
cattle retreat to hide in mist
night-dingoes range river
Endangered Richmond Birdwing butterfly vines drape curtains reaching a canopy height of red
weeping bottle-brush. Rain licks the surrounding hills; soundlessly drifts helter skelter to obscure
sunshine. The river waits for water to filter across-country. Grassy slopes encourage run-off. Loping
cattle, bound up the banks, cleave deep tracks amongst exposed tree roots. Over sticks and stones,
water flows round and out of pot-holes. While Coomera flows, takes black bean canoes on voyages
of discovery, it leaves behind as sentinel, the old, huge, tree as a bulwark against returning floods.
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Our riverside orchards have personality. Draped with lichens; Lychees are dank drunks, swaying upright, long fingertips scarlet with dripping fruits, sweethearts, lip-sucking tarts; delicious when
crimson and merry-cherry ripe. They harbour at night great female spiders that spread their nets
wide to trap the unwary. Old lychee trees multi green skirts trailing; fat queens akimbo.
spider weaving
orbits the space between
stealth and hunger.
Separate from the lychees by our house, macadamia trees wait in dejection. Trees, tall, brittle
spindled and rusty, their uniforms age to orange and sage. Brindle leaves seethe as trees are ignored,
then neglected. Few nuts set. Nut-borers, lace-bugs, lay eggs in thin blossom-racemes; set crawlies
by dozens to munch through summer. Pensioners mow the meadow grass; gather nuts blown out of
trees on blustery wintry days. The shaking, dancing rows bear raging storm seasons in this centre of
our universe where our hearts live..
we harvest to store
dry, de-husk, crack, attack nuts
our teeth want more
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